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SMG Sportplatzmaschinenbau GmbH from Vöhringen (Bavaria), world market leader in machines for 
synthetic sports fl oors, uses the SaaS solution CLDXR® for eff ective sales support.
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What measurable benefi ts has SMG achieved through the CLDXR® solution?
The biggest advantage is that we can provide our customers with a whole new level of detail. Be it through more under-
standable application examples, more visible details, more precise technical documentation through to „live demonstra-
tions“ or „live maintenance work“ on our machines directly on the respective construction site. The deceptively realistic 
images of the real world of machines from SMG provide teams of mechanics with digital application scenarios created 
on the computer, useful information on the details of technical components that need to be repaired. This groundbreak-
ing innovation has already enabled us to save six-fi gure travel expenses.

SMG has been setting the standards in our industry for almost half a century. We recognized early on the need for our 
customers to make more information or details of our machines visible in addition to the usual media. The CLDXR®

team made this sales support possible with its SaaS solution, which is now used for our entire machine park.

Why is SMG now using Augmented Reality (AR) and CLDXR® for sales?

CLDXR® – Digital Selling and Explaining in 3D and AR

CLDXR® solutions for the industy
more Information:

Through the CLDXR® solution, SMG has access to important information anytime and anywhere.
Based on our design data, the CLDXR® team produces lifelike digital twins and also relieves our 
design department by taking over this as a service. Additional content, such as operating instruc-
tions, can also be accessed on the go with just one click. Thus, sales talks or maintenance process-
es can be designed more eff ectively using animations.



https://www.smg-gmbh.de/de/sportboden/verlegen/p928

https://cldxr.to/c0zmadbj
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CLDXR®

life-size presentation of our entire machine park
scalable 3D models of our machines show more details
our customers experience our machines with AR “live” everywhere
our sales department uses this sales tool to increase sales
SMG as a pioneer and world market leader introduces the AR 
technology in the industry as a standard

for technical documentiation

We make XR easy!
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we can visualize important information anytime and anywhere
our maintenance operations are illustrated by animations
with one click, our employees access additional images,
Videos or PDFs too
our sales team will contact you for machines that are not in stock 
based on the AR visualizations taught and trained
in the event of changes to the machines, we can use this at any time
updating CLDXR® backend data is child‘s play

Stefan Geisler

Phone: +420 731 212258

Mail: sg@cldxr.com

CLDXR® –
we are here for you!

I look forward to hearing from you.

With the use of CLDXR® our internal and external communication is now much more transparent, 
time-saving and convincing. In a word: more successful.
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